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Abstract - Nowadays, software is an intrinsic part of human life and is everywhere such as media players,
mobile phones, airways, etc., and is important that, these systems should perform their intended functions, as
software failures may be expected at any where any point of time. Software testing is essential for developing
software and one of the important phases is test case generation. As software size grows, test cases generated for
them are also more in number. Even though many techniques are available for test case reduction, still there is a
need for new techniques. This paper presents detailed description of software testing techniques and presents an
overview of coverage criteria based test case reduction techniques, which helps new researchers to know about
existing test case reduction techniques and come up with a new test case reduction technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the essential phases in software development life cycle is software testing and it consumes more than
50% of total software development cost [5, 8, 15, 17, 21, 22, 23, 36, 40]. According to IEEE standards [18],
“Software Testing is a process of analyzing a software item to detect the differences between existing and
required conditions and to evaluate the features of the software item”. Myers [23] says that, software testing is a
difficult task to perform exhaustive testing as the domain of program input is usually very large and can have
many possible inputs. Dijkstra [12] says that “Testing can be used to show the presence of error, but never to
show their absence!”.
There are three different phases in software testing: test case generation, test execution and test evaluation. In
these three phases, test case generation is the core of any testing process [1, 22]. A test case is variables or a set
of conditions or test input data and the expected results, under which a tester will determine whether a system
works correctly or a system under test satisfies requirements. The test data is a set of input values to the
program, which may be generated from the code or usually derived from program specifications. Expected
results are determined with the help of program specifications. A test suite is a finite set of test cases which is
used to test a program.
Test case reduction is one of the essential strategies among the testing community. The main idea of test case
reduction techniques is to eliminate the test cases in a test suite that have become redundant with respect to the
coverage of any particular set of system requirements. Section II provides a detailed description of software
testing techniques, Section III presents literature review of coverage criteria based test case reduction techniques
and finally conclusion is given in section IV.
II. CLASSIFICATION OF TEST CASE GENERATION TECHNIQUES
Test case generation techniques are classified into: White Box Testing (WBT) and Black Box Testing (BBT) [6,
19, 23, 29, 38, 41]. Before applying any testing methods, the tester should understand the following testing
principles [11]
 Once the requirement stage is complete testing should be planned
 All tests must be traceable to customer requirements
 Apply Pareto principle to software testing
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Exhaustive testing is not possible
Independent testing team should conduct the test

A. White Box Testing (WBT)
In WBT, test cases are generated from a program itself and tester chooses inputs to execute paths through the
program code and determines the appropriate outputs (see Figure 2.1). WBT is also called structural testing
techniques and some of the WBT techniques (see Figure 2.2) are: control-flow based testing, data-flow based
testing, mutation testing etc., which is used for test case generation [35, 43].
a) In control flow based testing, test cases are selected based on program’s control flow. Statement coverage,
branch coverage, condition coverage and path coverage are some of the control flow based testing
techniques.

Figure 1: White Box Testing

Figure 2: WBT Techniques

b) Data flow based testing techniques to explore the events which are related to the status of variables during
the program’s execution. The assignments of value and the uses of value are necessary events (that is, where
the variables are defined and where they are used). Some of the data flow testing techniques are: alldefinitions, all-c-uses (c means computation), all-p-uses (p means predicate) and all-du-paths (du means
definition-use pair). However, these techniques are quite theoretical and complex to use in practice.
B. Black Box Testing (BBT)
Beizer [7] says that, BBT is an important technique for test case generation where test cases are generated
without any knowledge of the internal structure of the software under investigation (see Figure 2.3). The tester
should understand and specify what the desired output should be for a given input into the program. BBT is also
called functional or specification based testing. In software development, the specification and system
requirements exist prior to program implementation and the tester checks whether the application behaves
exactly the way it is supposed to do which is based on its functional requirements. Jorgensen [19], Vergilio et
al.[42], and Murnane et al. [27] say that, the specification of the program is used to generate test cases in BBT
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and the main advantage of specification based testing is that, they are independent of how the program is
implemented, so the test cases will not be affected if the implementation changes.

Figure 3: Black-Box Testing

Figure 4: BBT Techniques

BBT can be classified into various categories [7, 24] and some of the categories are given in Figure 2.4. This
section describes some of the BBT in detail.
a) Equivalence Class Partitioning Method (ECPM)
ECPM partitions the input domain into a relatively small number of subsets of input domains and select any one
value from each partition as test data. Equivalence classes are defined using some of these guidelines which are
given in [23, 24, 28, 41] (see Figure 2.5):

Figure 5: Equivalence Class Partition Method
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If the input specifies a range of valid values, define one valid class with values inside the range and define
two invalid classes with values outside the range.
If the input specifies the number (N) of valid values, define one valid and two invalid classes (none, and
more than N).
If the input specifies a set of valid values, define one valid class (within the set) and one invalid class
(outside the set).
If the program handles each valid input differently, then define one valid class for each valid input.
If the input specifies a ‘must be’ situation, define one valid class and one invalid class. After identifying the
test conditions, generate one test case for all valid input conditions and generate separate test cases for each
invalid input.

b) Boundary Value Analysis (BVA) Technique
BVA is performed by creating tests at the extreme ends of an input domain in the system. More application
errors occur at the boundaries of an input domain and the BVA technique is used to identify errors at boundaries
rather than finding those exist in the center of the input domain. BVA follows multi-dimensional partitions of
input domain rather than focusing on input conditions; it also focuses on output conditions. The following are
guidelines for selecting test cases using BVA techniques [7, 10]
 Select the exact boundaries of the input domain
 Select value just below the extreme edges
 Select value just above the extreme edges
This technique is efficient only for variables with fixed values.
c) Category Partition Method (CPM)
Ostrand and Balcer [34], and Amla and Ammann [4] described a way to apply CPM to generate test cases based
on formal specifications. In this CPM method, the tester can decompose the specification into the functional unit
which is to be tested separately using Test Specification Language (TSL). TSL is a concise, easily modified
representation of tests that can be understood by programmers, testers and managers. Offutt and Irvine [30]
defined criterion for generating test cases for object-oriented software using CPM. The following are guidelines
for generating test cases using CPM [24]:
(i) Identify the parameters and environmental conditions which affect the behavior of each functional unit.
(ii) Identify choices for each parameter and environment individually.
(iii) Determine constraints among the choices.
(iv) Generate all combinations, so called test frames, of parameter choices that satisfy the constraints
(v) Transform the test frames into test cases by instantiating the choices.
This method does not automatically validate the results of the test parameters to determine correctness with
respect to the functional specifications.
d) Classification Tree Method (CTM)
Among the BBT categories, CTM is one of the widely used specification based testing techniques. Based on
CPM, Grochtmann and Grimm [13] introduced CTM for deriving test cases from the functional specifications.
They defined classifications as the different criteria for partitioning the input domain of the program to be tested
[14], and classes as the disjointed subsets of values for each classification. Based on the specification,
classification tree organizes the classification and classes into a hierarchical structure. For example, a program
that calculates the sum of the square roots of two real numbers called A and B. The numbers A and B are two
possible classifications and each of them has three classes “< 0”, “= 0”, and “> 0”.
III. COVEERAGE CRITERIA BASED TEST CASE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
Test case reduction techniques are used to eliminate the redundant test cases in a test suite that have become
redundant with respect to the coverage of any particular set of system requirements. The test case reduction can
be formally stated by Harrold et.al., [16] “Given a test suite T represents a set of test cases {tc1, tc2, …tcn}, a set
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of coverage requirements X = {X1, X2, …Xn} and subsets of T, Y – {Y1, Y2, …Yn}, where each test set is
associated with Xi. The main objective is to find the representative subset XY ⊆ Y that satisfies all of
requirements and has at least one test case for each requirement X.”
Test case reduction techniques are used to reduce the testing cost and are broadly discussed by Rothermel et al.
[37]. A framework for minimization of test suites is investigated by Agarwal [2]. An empirical study of test
suite reduction was suggested by Rothermel et al. [36, 39]. Cichos and Heinze [9] proposed an efficient test
suite reduction by merging pairs of suitable test cases. Mahapatra et al. [25] say that, minimum number of test
runs, helps to improve test performance. Wong et al. [44] have presented an empirical study conducted to
evaluate the effect of reducing the size of the test suite. Also a comparative study of test suite reduction is dealt
by Zhong et al. [45]. Test suite reduction for regression testing of simple interaction between two software
modules is proposed by Kichigin [20]. Heuristics for reducing the size of the test suite is presented by Harrold et
al. [16]. Oliveria Neto et al. [33] have provided a technique for reducing the number of redundant test cases by
considering the degree of similarity between test cases as the main factor for test case selection.
A coverage criterion plays a vital role in the test case reduction and many coverage criteria are there to measure
the coverage of tests. Offutt et al. [1, 32] say that, coverage criteria describe a finite subset of tests out of the
infinite or large number of tests, which measure the percentage of requirements that are satisfied. McMaster and
Memon [26] have introduced a new coverage criterion for a test suite reduction based on the set of unique call
stacks. Test suite reduction techniques and their classifications are proposed in [3].
In terms of state-based specification, different test criteria are defined by Offutt et al. [31]: (i) Transition
coverage criteria (ii) Full predicate coverage criterion (iii) Transition pair coverage criterion (iv) Complete
sequence criterion. An evaluation of three specification coverage criteria was performed by Abdurazik et al. [1].
Decision/condition coverage criteria have been proposed by Chilenski and Miller [8]. Zhu et al. [46] provides a
comprehensive survey of existing test coverage criteria.
IV. CONCLUSION
When systems are in large size, test cases generated for them also have more in number. There is a need to
reduce the number of test cases. There are many techniques available for test case reduction and still there is a
need for new techniques to reduce the number of test cases. To help researchers, this paper provided a study of
coverage criteria based test case reduction techniques.
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